ANNUAL UPDATE 2021

BLACKLANDS

WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING - WHAT WE'VE LEARNED

SNAPSHOT
Corra's work to support community priorities in 2021 included:
Blacklands Community Kitty
Community-led grantmaking
Funding for 5 local projects
£4370 distributed
System Changers
Investigating and understanding systems
Community Activities
Chair Based Exercise - moving from online to in-person
Parent and Toddlers - group back to meeting regularly
Funding
Connecting up local organisations with funding opportunities
Keep reading to find out more about what's been happening in Blacklands...

BLACKLANDS COMMUNITY KITTY
This project was designed and implemented by the local community.
It began pre pandemic and was put on hold due to restrictions for a period,
however in August six projects reached the final stage with five projects being
successful in the public vote.

Kilwinning Football Academy to provide free arts and crafts in Blacklands
Community Hub for children and adults
Cranberry Moss Community Larder to provide food vouchers for people living
in the Blacklands area
Blacklands Community Association providing a social evening for over 18s at
Blacklands Bowling Club and a tea dance for older adults in Nethermains
Community Centre
Community member Alan Tudhope is going to provide outdoor activities for
local children
Random Acts of Kindness are going to provide a family Funday in
Nethermains Community Centre incorporating their work to support people in
need.
Kilwinning Football Academy successfully started the arts and crafts club, this is
regularly fully booked and they now have a waiting list and Blacklands Community
Association have partially completed their project by hosting a social evening for over
18s in the area.
The total funding distributed by Blacklands Community Kitty was £4370.

CHAIR BASED EXERCISE
Early in the year the sessions continued online but as restrictions
started to ease the group began to meet in Blacklands Community Hub.
At the request of
the group,
sessions were
closed to new
participants to
allow the group
to build
confidence at
being socially
active again. We
have confidently
moved forward
and welcomed
some new faces.

"We all took things for granted, going out, seeing friends,
Never did we expect that this would abruptly end!
A new way of connecting with each other in a virtual room,
Technology for us oldies, we were on zoom!!
Online was a real life saver, we did our exercise, had heart to hearts,
Wee cups of tea and even a strawberry tart.
As time passed we all got our vaccines,
Meaning we no longer needed to be on screen to be seen.
To our delight we all got together, not online but face to face
Oh how we had missed this, getting to chat with mates.
Hand gel, face masks and keeping our distance, all are worthwhile,
If it means, face to face, we can still see your smile"
Reflection, Group member

SYSTEMS CHANGERS
Delivered in partnership with Lankelly
Chase, System Changers (SC) is a
programme that supports and enables
the exploration of systems. Through SC
the community and local workers
identify issues within systems and try to
understand what changes can be
made within these systems that would
benefit the local community.
This is a three year programme which
began in October 2020. So far we have
been exploring and enhancing the
skills of the group to enable exploring
of Systems. The feedback so far is very
positive.
"...just wanted to say thanks for having
me on it, I genuinely feel it's been one
of the most worthwhile things I’ve
participated in, if not (for me on a
personal level) the most beneficial
time I have invested in myself. It’s been
great!"
"I’ve taken a lot out of the sessions
so thanks for those opportunities"

TRAUMA CLOCK
A poem from a System Changers participant:
“3 years has passed” she said today
In the meeting about me
“She ought to be over it by now
Some time has passed you see”
There’s another failure on my part
I’m taking too long to heal
The professionals are saying the time has
passed. This isn’t how I should feel
“ah went through the same an a was fine”
Said the worker to the room
“she’s quite negative when I visit,
It’s always doom and gloom”
How can I be so off the mark
Recovering so wrong?
My trauma is still so fresh today
Why’s it taking me so long?
She’s been through what I’ve been through
And look she’s doing fine!
Her trauma might be just the same
her trauma is just like mine.
So I'll add this to my list of shit
And decline the chance to talk
I’ll spend my next years waiting
To fix my broken trauma clock.

SYSTEMS CHANGERS
Participants have been sharing their thoughts and experiences in a
variety of ways including poetry, videos and blogs.
Read more from the experiences of the Systems Changers participants:

The Distracted Writer

Asking Why?

SUPPORTING FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Throughout the pandemic Corra's Place Team have been involved in supporting
groups and organisations to access funding, including Scottish Government
support, such as Community Recovery Fund and Winter Support Small Grants
Fund. In Blacklands groups were able to access funding allowing them to take action
on key issues, like food provision and tackling poverty.

PARENT & TODDLER GROUP
The Parent & Toddler group restarted in Nethermains Community
Centre, 14 children have been coming along, bringing with them a range
of parents, carers or grandparents.
This has been challenging due to restrictions and the hall being required for a
vaccination centre. Despite this progress has been made building relationships and
providing a space for children to socialise and learn, as well as offering peer support for
adults.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED TOGETHER?
The pandemic taught us all new ways of working, being more accepting of change and
doing things differently. In particular within the Systems Changers group we are
learning about each other and the Systems we work within, the skills we have and how
we can work together to try to bring about Systemic Change for the good of the people
living and working in Kilwinning. Working in this different way has given the space and
time for reflection, which has lead to small changes in the way we are working, taking
time to think about what is working, what is not and acting upon this. The Systems
Changers group members are currently carrying out local experiments to test our
thoughts and ideas of what could be, we will continue to learn and share our
experiences.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Working alongside the community
partnership with other organisations
continue to support Blacklands with new
fulfil current projects and offer support
sustainable community activity.
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To work alongside the Systems Changers group,
@Louise_corra
examining local systems, looking to bring about
change to benefit the people living and working in the Kilwinning area. The learning
will also assist in the development of new Systems Changers work across Scotland.

PEOPLE IN PLACE - MOVING FORWARDS
People in Place continue to work alongside 8 communities in Scotland, supporting
local people to connect, collaborate on ideas and take action to create positive change.
The local activity and learning from each community help shape plans for the place, the
wider programme and to influence policy.
2021 was another challenging year, with communities continuing to be impacted by
Coronavirus. Community groups, voluntary organisations and local authorities worked
together to support individuals to transition through – and move towards recovery
from the pandemic. Corra has listened to communities to understand the challenges
and provide support as best we can. Across each community the themes of
participation, support, money, relationships, and space are most evident with specific
challenges relating to food insecurity, access to community space, mental health and
wellbeing, and financial concerns.
As communities strive to recover from the impact of Coronavirus and look towards
healing, support for health is of particular importance. Corra is currently working with
local Health and Social Care Partnerships to identify how best to help community
members access the support they need locally, while focusing on preventative
approaches. Corra is also working alongside Healthcare Improvement Scotland to test
and develop community-led approaches to improving health outcomes.
In 2022, Corra will continue to help communities and partners collectively understand,
identify opportunities to influence and to change local systems to better support
community aspirations and need. People in Place is focused on supporting and
developing the enabling factors that will allow communities to grow and build forward
better, such as, accessing and developing space, community-led grant making,
building capacity, and sharing learning. This will involve balancing time and space for
collective reflection with supporting momentum behind community ideas as we all
continue to transition from the pandemic. To reinforce this, an Idea into Action
accelerator approach has been designed to direct funding and resources to what is
needed in each of the communities with additional resource allocated to capacity
building support and the development of space.
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